
WEDNESDAY
AYCE Western Wings      18 
buffalo, mango habanero, BBQ, sweet chili, 
lemon pepper OR garlic parmesan

THURSDAY
Thirsty Thursday      10
whiskey of the month, manhattan,  
old fashioned neat or on a large rock

FRIDAy
Live Music at 8pm   FREE
artists from local singers to reality show contestants

SUNDAY
House Party    36  until 5pm

Sunday Supper 29
three course meal for a bargain price
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DRINKS
Feeling Golden      24

4 cans of Golden State Cider 

 Hell or Heaven      24
4 shots of Fireball in a shotski

Beer Pitcher      20
any draft beer
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FOOD
Corn Dogs        7
4 pieces, honey mustard

Fries        7
plain, animal style, truffle parmesan, texmex, or garlic parmesan

Fried Gouda Mac n’ Cheese Bites   7
Mac n’ Cheese         9
pasta elbows, triple cheese Bechamel sauce,  brioche bread crumbs and garnish

Plain Cheese Burger         12
add lettuce, tomato, onion +3

House Salad         12
baby mix greens, red onions, cherry tomatoes, radish, house balsamic dressing
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tuesday - friday 6 to  7:30pm   |    saturday from 2 to 5 pm 
CHUCKWAGON HOUR
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Special Combo
Deer & Beer     10 
Burger & Beer     15
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Line Dancing at 8:30   FREE
instructor: Gabby Tenney
DJ: Aneesa Smith
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Funday
shuffleboard, pool, corn hole and other 
backyard games are free to play!
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SATURDAY
House Party    36  until 5pm

FREE cover to the hottest  
UFC and Boxing fights
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ADDITIONAL DAILY SPECIALS
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Fun Facts:
Ed’s Chuck Wagon was a country themed 
restaurant open during the 1960s, right where 
Westwood stands today!

The sleuths at Westwood searched high and low 
through Google, and eBay to get a glimpse of 
what a 60’s country-themed Chuck Wagon looked 
like. We eventually discovered a vintage postcard 
and matchbook which we purchased and have 
displayed somewhere at Westwood.   Feel free 
to hunt for it if our food, whiskey collection, 
mechanical bull, and line dancing aren’t enough 
of a distraction!
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Meanwhile, Westwood is happy we brought 
country back to Lombard Street’s famous “old 
motel row.”  Maybe we’ll release a line of post-
cards and matchbooks someday!

Best Wishes,

Westwood
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